DEVELOPMENTAL SCREENING TEST

3M
- Head Steady
- Eyes follow Moving Object
- Smiles Spontaneously
- Vocalises Sounds*
- Responds to Bell
- Equal Bilateral Movements
- Birth Cry Present*

6M
- Rolls Over
- Carries Objects to Mouth
- Vocalises For Pleasure/Babbles*
- Recognises Mother
- Laughs Aloud*
- Reaches For Objects

9M
- Shows Curiously
- Thumb Finger Grasp
- Sits by Self
- Imitates Speech Sounds*

1Yr
- Cooperates For Dressing
- Follows Simple Instructions*
- Stands Alone Well
- Says 3 Words, 'Dada', 'Mama' etc.*
1 1/2 Yrs  Scribbles Spontaneously
          Indicates Wants
          Walks, Runs Well
          Many Intelligible Words*

2 Yrs    Participates in Play
          Shows Body Parts
          Points out Objects in Pictures
          Says Sentences of 2/3 Words*

3 Yrs    Toilet Control Present
          Takes Food by Self
          Begins to Ask 'Why'?*
          Knows Names, uses of Common Objects
          Relates Experiences*
          Copies 0

4 Yrs    Tells Stories*
          Repeats 3 Digits*
          Plays Cooperatively with Children
          Comprehends 'hunger', 'Cold'
          Buttons up

5 Yrs    Goes About Neighbourhood
          Gives Sensible Answers to Questions*
          Describes Actions in Pictures*
Dresses with no Supervision
Makes Simple Drawings
Defines Words*

6Yrs
Enjoys Constructive Play
Gains Admission to School
Writes Simple Words*
Plays Games Governed By Rules
Can name Primary Colours

7Yrs
Knows Comparative Value of Coins
Enjoys Group Play
Spells, Reads, Writes Simple Words*
Tells differences of Objects
Adapts to Home, School

8Yrs
Tells Time
Competition in School/Play
Makes Small Purchases
Combs Hair by Self